
 
 

Editorial 

 

Since this is a special edition, and with the full agreement of the 

Editorial Board, we are going to look back at the previous 49 

editions and rerun some of the more eye catching images, themes 

and videos. So, sit back and enjoy! 
 

Siccar point – where modern geology started to take form 

 

Well it seems logical to start at the beginning, so here we go. 

 

Siccar Point is notable in the history of geology as a result of a boat 

trip in 1788 in which geologist James Hutton observed the angular 

unconformity of the point. He wrote later that the evidence of the 

rocks provided conclusive proof of the uniformitarian theory of 

geological development; that is, that the natural laws and processes 

which operate in the universe have never changed and apply 

everywhere. 
 

This video tells you more and reveals this historic site from new 

angles. 

 

https://vimeo.com/330777378?fbclid=IwAR00zrwb1ba1T25IKHSGH

A_un_plnKm4JaOWWTlLsSMwjlZb-hNLvDS-m0o 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Hutton#Theory_of_rock_formations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unconformity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unconformity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniformitarianism_(science)
https://vimeo.com/330777378?fbclid=IwAR00zrwb1ba1T25IKHSGHA_un_plnKm4JaOWWTlLsSMwjlZb-hNLvDS-m0o
https://vimeo.com/330777378?fbclid=IwAR00zrwb1ba1T25IKHSGHA_un_plnKm4JaOWWTlLsSMwjlZb-hNLvDS-m0o


And now for some curiosities 

 

 
 

 
 

Sailing stones, also known as sliding rocks, walking rocks, rolling 

stones, and moving rocks, are a geological phenomenon where 

rocks move and inscribe long tracks along the smooth valley floor in 

Death Valley, without human or animal intervention.. 

 

From the new world to the old world 
 

In the southern cost of Sicily, the largest island in the 

Mediterranean Sea, lies the town of Realmonte where there is a 

huge underground salt mine with tunnels that goes on for 25 km 

some 100 metres below the ground. The walls of the salt mine are 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geological_phenomenon


naturally adorned with alternating bands of dark and light coloured 

rocks arranged in concentric circles and stripes. These coloured 

bands were formed approximately 5 million years ago by deposition 

of salt when seawater evaporated away leaving large quantities of 

dissolved salt as precipitate. During this period the Mediterranean 

Sea was undergoing a cycle of partly or nearly complete desiccation, 
which geologists call the Messinian Salinity Crisis. The precursor of 

the Strait of Gibraltar had closed tight and the Mediterranean Sea 

was blocked off from the Atlantic, resulting in the increase in 

salinity of the water. Because of the generally dry climate conditions, 

within a millennium the Mediterranean basin nearly completely dried 

out, forming a deep dry basin that reached 3 to 5 km below the 

world ocean level.  

 

 
 

 

We’ve done a bit of exploring of the old world 
 

 
 

This is the Cumbreceita view point inside the caldera of Taburiente 

volcano on the island of La Palma – our first overseas expedition. 



 

 

           
 

Then there was Cyprus with its fascinating Ophiolite sequence and 

this coastal deposit, which gave us evidence of the Anthropocene.  

 

 

 
 

Then to Sao Miguel Island in the Azores and these twin lakes named  

Sete cidades.  This mid Atlantic Archipelago is situated close to 

three plate margins; in addition to volcanoes it has fairly frequent 
earthquakes and some ‘interesting’ weather 

 

 



We clearly have some sort of attraction to islands, because our 

most recent expedition took us once more to the Canarian 

Archipelago. 

 

 
     

And here it is – Fuerteventura, which like its northern neighbour 
Lanzarote has an ample supply of volcanoes. 

 

Still images can’t always bring home the reality 

 

And so here is a selection of videos on various geological topics 

The first follows neatly from the picture above and shows volcanic 

eruptions in their frightening reality. 

 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBTAcACmcgo  

 

Earthquakes too can be, and often are, life threatening events. This 

one at Christchurch in New Zealand was sadly fatal. 
 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDyv3DTmnl4   

 

If the tectonic movements causing earthquakes are undersea then a 

Tsunami may result. This one was in Japan. 

 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgtFkaLeSnk  

 

Tectonic forces work in various ways, including rifting – or tearing 

the land apart. 

 

      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cZYuBiVVYE   

 
High resolution pictures of Mars have recently become available and 

this “Fictive” flight above Mars has been one of the fascinating 

results. 

 

      https://vimeo.com/207076450   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBTAcACmcgo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDyv3DTmnl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgtFkaLeSnk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cZYuBiVVYE
https://vimeo.com/207076450


 And finally – this is how Plate Tectonics work (easy version). 

 

https://www.facebook.com/CosmosUp/videos/385003722091306/                

 

The next section is devoted to fossils 

 
Evidence of life in past times has an enduring fascination. 

This example was recently discovered in the Messel Pit near 

Frankfurt. It is a snake that has eaten a lizard which has eaten a 

beetle. Red in tooth in claw! 

 

            
 

Well I’m cheating here, as you will immediately gather. The image 

is of Stromatolite structures at Shark Bay in Western Australia. 

These are remarkable survivors as the first fossil examples were 

present in the Pre-Cambrian! 

 

      

https://www.facebook.com/CosmosUp/videos/385003722091306/


 

And since we are in the antipodes 

 

Here are some more curiosities – they are concretions and are 

found on the beach at Moeraki in New Zealand 

 

 
 

And curious in a different way 

 

But equally challenging to explain 

 

       

 



 

This is the Batain Melange in Oman. Nearby is another Ophiolite 

sequence of some note. 

 

And now to the United States of America 

 
 

 
 

The varied blue features are evaporation ponds used in the 

production of Potash. Looping through the right hand side of the 

image is the Colorado River. Despite the presence of water, this is a 

very arid landscape. 

 

  
 

And in Hawaii, a statement of the blindingly obvious. 

 



Moving much further north to Greenland 

 

                
 

Home to some of the World’s oldest rocks, this sequence in 

Segelsallskkarpet Fjord has alternating layers of limestone, dolomite, 

mudstones and quartzites, dated at neo-Proterozoic age (542>1000 

MYA). 

 

If you have ever wondered what professional geologists get 

up to 

 

  

         
 

 



And to round everything off    

 

Here is the Rough Guides, guide, to the geological wonders of the 

world. 

 

https://www.roughguides.com/gallery/20-geological-wonders-of-
the-world/ 
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